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ABSTRACT 

To foster application security (AppSec), organizations are adopting development, 

security, and operations (DevSecOps) framework that integrates application development with 

security controls and systems operations. With DevSecOps. application developers have to “wear 

many hats”. Besides coding, developers are assigned additional tasks including system testing 

and operations, thus adopting the roles of systems testers and systems engineers. Transitioning 

from one role to another involves boundary crossing through which individuals have to embrace 

changes for performing new tasks defined by another role. This may instigate developers’ mental 

fatigue. Also, tasks associated with “non-developer” roles (e.g., systems operations) may not be a 

good cognitive fit, thus provoking developers’ mental distress. To address this issue, we examine 

the effects of multi-roles adoptions on developers’ well-being that will gradually affect their 

cognitions of cyber situational awareness (i.e., awareness of cyber threats relative to AppSec). 

Keywords: application security, situational awareness, role theory, DevSecOps, developers 

INTRODUCTION 

Application security (AppSec) vulnerabilities have been threatening organizations’ 

information security (InfoSec) (Yasasin et al. 2020). The 2021 Verizon Data Breach 

Investigations Report (DBIR) revealed that exploitation of web application vulnerabilities was 

responsible for more than 20% of data breaches (Verizon 2021). There is a difference between 

software and application (Kravchuk 2021). Software executes system-level and application-level 
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operations through interactivities between a set of programs and operating systems, whereas 

application is mostly designed to solve business problems (Kravchuk 2021). This study uses the 

term applications to denote digital solutions that facilitate business operations.  

For vulnerabilities mitigation, organizations “shifted left” to embrace Development, 

Security, and Operations (DevSecOps) framework (GitLab 2022) that integrates systems 

operations (e.g., configuration) and InfoSec (e.g., security testing) into application development. 

With DevSecOps,  organizations shifted the responsibilities of AppSec safeguards to application 

developers, compelling developers to “wear many hats”. The GitLab 2022 Global DevSecOps 

Survey revealed that 38% of the surveyed developers were assigned additional tasks such as 

monitoring the operations of applications in an information technology (IT) platform (GitLab 

2022). Developers are taking on the roles of system engineers (i.e., system operations) and 

system testers (i.e., security testing).  Based on the same survey, Silverthorne (2022) stated: 

“Today’s developers are literally DIYing all the [operations] things. This year, 38% 

reported instrumenting code they’ve written for production monitoring, up 12% from 2021 

and more than double the percentage in 2020.” (Silverthorne 2022) 

A role pertains to a position with specified responsibilities (Ashforth et al. 2000). When 

developers switch from developing an application (i.e., coding) to monitoring that application’s 

operations, developers have to disengage from coding that embodies syntactic knowledge 

processing (i.e., programming) (Bishop-Clark 1995) and creative problem-solving (Graziotin et 

al. 2014); and next adopt systems engineering tasks that demand system configurations via 

systematic processing and via conceptualization of interrelatedness between system components 

(Kam and Shang 2019). Such a transition could cause mental fatigue, as disengaging from a 

current role and adopting another would trigger mental exhaustion (Ashforth et al. 2000). 
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Furthermore, tasks associated with systems engineering are usually beyond developers’ 

craft. Trained for application development, developers may find it hard to conceptualize systems 

complexities built on diverse networks of system components. Although many developers have 

built applications distributed across multiple IT systems, such development is quite different 

from managing diverse network systems that spanned through different network architectures 

and boundaries. This suggests that systems engineering’s tasks may not be a good cognitive fit 

for developers (Chilton et al. 2005), possibly because developers gained job satisfaction through 

creative problem-solving (Gallivan 2003) rather than through handling system complexities.  

We also assert that, besides code quality and productivity (Weeks and Schleen 2020), 

developers’ well-being is critical to cyber situational awareness (SA). Built on Endsley’s (1988) 

notion of SA, we argue that cyber SA subsumes individuals’ perceptions of cyber environments 

and individuals’ projections of cyber threats relative to AppSec assurance. Since human’s efforts 

are critical to SA (Barford et al. 2010) that is cognitively demanding (Franke and Brynielsson 

2014), developers’ deteriorated well-being resulted from multi-role transitions would undermine 

their cyber SA. To address this concern, we form the following research questions: 

R1: In an application security context, how would multi-roles transitions affect application 

developers’ well-being? 

R2: How would application developers’ well-being affect their cyber situational awareness? 

 This study contributes to the information systems (IS) research by addressing an up-to-

date topic related to AppSec. The criticality of AppSec has been well recognized, but not the 

actors (i.e., application developers) who have great influence on AppSec. To fill in the research 

gap, our research findings will provide insights regarding one of the factors (i.e., developers’ 

cyber SA based on role transitions) that may influence AppSec through the lens of DevSecOps.  
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

Development, Security, and Operations  

With development, security, and operations (DevSecOps), application developers have to 

wear many hats for performing tasks such as systems engineering (e.g., monitoring applications’ 

operations) and security testing (e.g., running AppSec tests) (GitLab 2022). Since DevSecOps 

promotes “shifting left”, collaborative efforts among developer, security, and operation teams 

start early in the application development life cycle (Myrbakken and Colomo-Palacios 2017).   

DevSecOps demands speed and agility (Callanan and Spillane 2016). This suggests that 

not only developers have to be effective in continuous processes involving continuous 

integration (CI) (e.g., automatically run error-checking on codes and integrate codes written by 

multiple developers) and continuous delivery (CD) (e.g., deploying new applications to a 

production environment) (Humble and Molesky 2011), but they have to also actively participate 

in continuous testing (i.e., automating testing in each development phase to detect anomaly) and 

monitoring (i.e., regularly produce evidence to show that an application is functioning in each 

development phase) (Myrbakken and Colomo-Palacios 2017). Thus, application developers have 

to shoulder many responsibilities in their day-to-day tasks. Although automation may ease some 

of the developers’ burdens, developers working in organizations with less resources are often 

swamped with work. High job demands created by DevSecOps will eventually provoke burnout 

(Bakker et al. 2004) that would harm developers’ well-being (Benlian 2022). 

Role Transitioning Theory 

Developers’ well-being might also be affected by role transitioning. Role transitions 

entail psychological movements that disengage from one role and engage in another (Richter 

1984). Because application developers regularly switch between roles of developers, security 
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testers, and system engineers, such role transitions are frequent and do not have to overcome 

physical boundaries (i.e., geographical constraints). This indicates that micro role transitions 

occur (Ashforth et al. 2000). A role denotes a position defined with a set of responsibilities, thus 

suggesting that a role boundary defines the scope of a given role (Ashforth et al. 2000).  

Micro role transitions are affected by flexibility and permeability of a role boundary 

(Ashforth et al. 2000). Flexibility refers to the degree of pliability of spatial and temporal 

boundaries (Hall and Richter 1988), whereas permeability refers to the degree of role 

multitasking in which one could physically located at a role’s domain and psychologically 

engaged in another role (Pleck 1977). Because application developers can easily switch to 

systems engineers or systems testers without immense spatial and temporal constraints, we assert 

that developers’ role transitioning involve high flexibility and permeability. 

Alternatively, micro role transition is affected by role identity -- a social construct shaped 

by core and peripheral features (Ashforth et al. 2000). Core features exemplify the main 

characteristics of a role, while peripheral features signify “secondary” attributes. For example, 

the core features that shape a developer role could be logical thinking, creative problem-solving, 

and team player, whereas the peripheral features could be managerial skills. Difficulty in role 

transitions may stem from the contrast of core and peripheral features between a pair of roles 

(Ashforth et al. 2000). That is, role transition is affected by the magnitude of changes involved to 

acquire the skills in the prescribed features of a different role (Ibarra and Barbulescu 2010).  

Application developers changing from a developer role to a systems engineer role have to 

switch from divergent thinking (i.e., creative thinking that involves thinking outside the box) 

(Bishop-Clark 1995; Gallivan 2003) to convergent thinking (i.e., a thought process that 

integrates interrelated components) (McCumber and Sloan 2002). This is mainly because 
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application development embodies divergent thinking, in which a solution is derived from a 

flexible approach of thinking that diverges from the problem on hand (i.e., thinking outside the 

box) (Bishop-Clark 1995). Conversely, systems engineering espouses convergent thinking 

through which an integrative approach connects interrelated components to facilitate system 

functionalities (McCumber and Sloan 2002).  In this context, switching cognitive gear  (i.e. from 

divergent to convergent cognitions) could trigger mental fatigue (Louis and Sutton 1991). While 

some may find it cognitively “fun” to switch between both thinking modes, many developers are 

working under immense time pressure (Austin 2001) so any additional cognitive demand would 

jeopardize their job performance and well-being (Benlian 2022; Graziotin et al. 2014). 

Cyber Situational Awareness  

 In addition to juggling different roles, application developers must maintain cyber 

situational awareness (SA). Overall, SA embodies individuals’ perceptions and projections of a 

given environment within the boundary of time and space (Endsley 1988). Based upon this 

notion, we contend that cyber SA subsumes individuals’ perceptions of and comprehensions on 

cyber environments, and individuals’ projections of cyber threats in relation to AppSec 

assurance. Alternatively, cyber SA denotes individuals’ cognitive capacity of making good 

judgement based on their understanding of technology complexities (Zhong et al. 2018). 

While numerous studies discussed cyber SA from IT (D’Amico et al. 2005; Jajodia and 

Albanese 2017; Zhong et al. 2018) and management (Ahmad et al. 2019, 2021) perspectives, we 

assert that it is also important to address cyber SA on behalf of application developers. Human 

plays an important role in maintaining cyber SA (Barford et al. 2010).  Developers who are 

aware of and understand how cyber threats could exploit application vulnerabilities would be 

more vigilant in implementing AppSec design (Assal and Chiasson 2019). Hence, we address 
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cyber SA to examine developers’ awareness of cyber threats and their understanding of how 

these threats would exploit vulnerabilities of the applications that they develop.  

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

 In conclusion, this study investigates how the dynamic of DevSecOps would affect 

application developers’ well-being ascribed to their Cyber SA. This study will contribute to IS 

research in the following ways. First, while the IS research community emphasized the 

importance of DevOps (Maruping and Matook 2020), we went one step further to investigate 

developers’ well-being in a DevSecOps context.  That is, we integrate InfoSec and system 

engineering into application development to study developers’ behaviors. Second, to the best of 

our knowledge, there are not many studies that examine cyber SA among application developers 

who develop applications that will always be explored and likely be exploited by cyber threats. 

Therefore, our research findings will provide insights on how developers maintain SA to foster 

AppSec assurance. We believe that these insights will help improve AppSec. Finally, in the near 

future, we will interview application developers who are participating in DevSecOps. We will 

also design semi-structured questions and use context analysis (Weber 1990) to analyze data.  
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